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states. The Universal Declaration has
withstood the test of time, having been
translated into more than 370 languages
and dialects, making it the most translated document in the world.

Suboptimal Present
evertheless, more than 70 years
after the founding of the United
Nations, its human rights system—anchored by UN High Commissioner for
Human Rights Zeid Ra’ad Al Hussein—
remains underfunded. In 2015, the
Grounded in the concept of the dignity Office’s annual budget was some $225
and worth of all people, the Universal
million, receiving only 3 percent of the
Declaration articulated the aspiration of regular UN budget. The UN human
all countries to respect, protect, promote, rights system has been stretched to its
and fulfill what has been traditionally
breaking point, and is in need of serireferred to as the “three generations of
ous overhaul and further investment.
human rights”—civil and political, socio- To appreciate the depth of the serious
economic, and collective rights.
changes required, it is important to
understand how this system has develToday, human rights are viewed as
oped over time, both through what is
interdependent and indivisible, imposreferred to as the Charter-based and the
ing a broad variety of obligations upon
treaty-based system.
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ITH the establishment of the
United Nations in 1945, just
after the end of World War
II, the world body declared that “promoting and encouraging respect for
human rights and for fundamental freedoms” would be one of its three core
purposes. The modern international
human rights movement was launched
shortly thereafter, as the General Assembly adopted the Universal Declaration of Human Rights in 1948.
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Charter-based System
he Charter-based system developed initially from the Economic
and Social Council (ECOSOC)—a
principal organ of the United Nations.
ECOSOC created the UN Commission on Human Rights in 1946. The
Commission’s early accomplishments
included the development of the
Universal Declaration and the first
two treaties viewed as essential to the
international human rights system: the
International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights and the International
Covenant on Economic, Social, and
Cultural Rights. Both treaties were
adopted in 1966.

T

By the mid-2000s, the Commission
had come under intense criticism for
being both unaccountable and ineffective, as states with poor human rights
records were able to use their membership to deflect criticism onto other
states. Responding to these concerns,
the General Assembly replaced the
Commission with the Human Rights
Council in 2006, which today is a
standing body of 47 states.

T

he new Council was viewed as
having an upgraded status because it became a subsidiary body of
the General Assembly, with meetings
taking place year-round. In 2008 the
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Council established the Universal
bound by their provisions and having
Periodic Review (UPR) process for all
their conduct reviewed by fellow state
states to have their human rights reparties to those specific treaties. The first
viewed regularly. At present, the Coun- one, adopted in 1948, was the Convencil also has 41 thematic
tion on the Punishment
The UN human
and 14 country rapporand Prevention of the
teurs, independent
Crime of Genocide.
rights system has
experts, and working
been stretched to its
groups—some of which
Since then, a wide
breaking
point,
were inherited from the
array of human rights
and is in need of
old Commission. These
treaties have been
mandates are filled by
adopted—10 of which
serious overhaul and
volunteer experts aphave treaty-monitoring
further investment.
pointed to address a
bodies comprised of
broad range of human rights concerns
volunteer experts elected by the states
all over the world.
which are a party to that specific treaty.
These treaties cover civil and politiespite the generally strong work
cal rights; socio-economic rights; the
of these experts, the credibilrights of women; the rights of children;
ity gaps of the old Commission have
racial discrimination; the right to be
remained. The General Assembly has
free from torture; the rights of migrant
workers; the rights of persons with disrepeatedly elected countries known for
major human rights violations to its
abilities; and the rights of people to be
membership, whilst selectivity and bias free from enforced disappearances.
are still endemic in how the Council
conducts business.
he universality and importance of
the human rights treaties is much
Treaty-Based System
broader than is commonly understood.
n parallel with the growth of the
For example, the International CovCharter-based system, the treatyenant on Civil and Political Rights has
based system developed from multibeen signed or ratified by 175 out of the
lateral agreements designed to protect
193 UN Member States, covering more
human rights. Although states are sover- than 92 percent of the world’s populaeign and the Charter protects members
tion. This treaty provides a single defifrom external interference in matters
nition and interpretation for the rights
that are essentially within their own
to freedom of opinion and expression,
borders, each sovereign state also has
freedom of religion, freedom of political
the ability to join treaties, agreeing to be participation, and due process of law.

Of course, just because states sign
rights concerns in a variety of ways, but
are not traditionally viewed as part of the
on to these treaties does not mean that
they abide by them in practice. North
UN human rights system.
Korea is a party to four of the key human rights treaties and a signatory to
Similarly, since the establishment of
another one, yet it is
the International CrimiThe
universality
nal Court, which began
among the most rightsand
importance
of
its operations in 2002,
repressing governments
the human rights
the United Nations has
in the world.
pulled back substantially
treaties is much
One can reasonably
from securing justice
broader than is
conclude that the treaty
and accountability for
commonly
understood.
those that have commitbodies require important
reforms—notwithstanding the fact that ted mass atrocity crimes.
the treaty-based system provides binding legal commitments by which states
Moreover, the rights of refugees and
can be held accountable for violating
displaced persons are addressed prithe human rights of its population,
marily through the Office of the UN
and that the number of states that have
High Commissioner for Refugees.
joined treaties continues to grow.
Closing the
UN Organs & Human Rights
Implementation Gap
n 1993, the General Assembly
he twentieth century will be
established the position of the UN
remembered as the time when
High Commissioner for Human Rights, the international human rights system
who reports to the Secretary-General
was built and extraordinary commitand leads UN system-wide efforts to
ments to universal human rights norms
advance human rights. The Office of the and standards were embraced by states
through the Charter- and treaty-based
UN High Commissioner also supports
both the Charter-based and treatysystems. At the same time, the gaps bebased human rights systems. The influ- tween the legal commitments of states
ence and importance of the position has and their implementation in practice
grown substantially over time.
have often remained very large.
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Other organs of the UN system—including the Security Council, the General
Assembly, ECOSOC, and the International Court of Justice—also address human

The challenge of the twenty-first
century will be for the United Nations
to take substantial action to close this
implementation gap—particularly in
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countries where governments have
shown little interest in abiding by their
commitments under international law.

described himself as being “shocked”—
not only at the lack of resources allocated
for his Office, but also for having to
introduce serious budget cuts. He noted
A Bold Program
that contributions from
To actually deliver
of Action
the regular UN budget
universal human
o actually deliver
for 2014 and 2015 for
universal human
human rights amounted
rights to the peoples
rights to the peoples of
to merely $87 million a
of the world, bold
the world, bold action
year, which was only a
action is required
is required by the Secretenth of the amount that
to build a stronger,
tary-General, the High
people living in SwitzerCommissioner for Huland spent annually on
more resilient, and
man Rights, and Member
chocolate (the rest of the
more effective United
States to build a stronger,
budget came from extraNations human rights budgetary support by
more resilient, and more
system—one capable
effective United Nations
Member States and other
human rights system—
donors). Yet even the
of meeting such an
one capable of meettotal budget of the High
enormous challenge.
ing such an enormous
Commissioner’s Office
challenge. While progress will always be (some $225 million annually) does not
slow-going—in light of fierce and ongo- even come close to meeting the range of
global human rights challenges.
ing resistance from the many states that
prefer a weaker and ineffectual system—
the UN’s ability to fulfill its commitment
ith more than 1,000 staff, the
in the Charter to advance human rights
High Commissioner’s Office
is at the heart of its credibility as an inmust support the Human Rights Counstitution. As a start, there are at least five cil, human rights treaty bodies, the UPR
important actions that should be taken.
process, and several UN commissions
of inquiry into mass atrocity situations.
Budgetary Reform
In addition, the Office maintains 12
irst, increase the annual budget for
regional offices and 15 country offices,
the Office of the High Commisprovides advisors to 29 different UN
sioner for Human Rights by at least 50
country teams, and regularly deploys a
percent. In October 2014, just six weeks
rapid-response unit.
after taking on his position, the current
UN High Commissioner for Human
In just the last year, the Office trained
Rights held his first press conference. He more than 8,500 representatives of civil

society on international human rights
HRC Reform
norms, helped 13 countries develop
he second action the UN should
national human rights action plans,
undertake is tackling Human
and undertook more than 900 moniRights Council reform. A decade after
toring missions in Colombia, Sudan,
its creation, the Council has had a deSouth Sudan, Mali, and
cidedly mixed record. Its
Contributions
from
Yemen. The Office also
high-profile shortcomthe
regular
UN
budget
paid some 3,500 visits to
ings threaten to eclipse
for 2014 and 2015
prisons worldwide, and
some of its most valutrained close to 1,000
able contributions unless
for human rights
judges and 3,000 police
a serious reform effort is
amounted only a
officers on human rights
undertaken.
tenth
of
the
amount
standards. Yet these
that people living in
The UN resolution that
efforts are dramatically
Switzerland
spent
established the Council
below the demand for
assistance.
annually on chocolate. envisioned competitive
elections in which states
with the best human rights records
n addition, the Office lacks dediwould be elected. Despite this fact,
cated staff to assist states in implethe UN’s five geographic groups have
menting the human-rights-oriented
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) mostly put forward full slates, where
the number of candidates matches the
or, for instance, address the growing
number of seats available. In addition,
impact of climate change.
countries with poor records have had
There is always resistance—especially little trouble being elected, and then
using their seats to undermine various
from major human rights abusing
aspects of the Council’s agenda.
states—to fund the UN human rights
system, let alone provide it with adMuch like the Commission before it,
ditional resources. This reality is made
the Council maintains Israel’s human
even more challenging by the fact that
states claiming to support human rights rights record in Palestine as one of 10
items on its permanent agenda. While
have not substantially backed their
Israel’s treatment of the Palestinians
rhetoric with resources.
certainly deserves scrutiny, the disproportionate focus of the Council on
The failure to ensure that the system
receives adequate funding overshadows Israel is extraordinary. For example, in
its February-March 2016 session, the
repeated claims by the United Nations
Council adopted five resolutions on
that human rights is a serious priority.
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Israel; only one each on Syria, North
Korea, and Iran; and none on countries
like China, Russia, and Saudi Arabia.

W

such as the one on Sri Lanka, have made
enormous contributions in broadening
the understanding of extraordinarily
complex and challenging
While every country’s
mass atrocity situations.

hile every
record should be
country’s record
s the Human
should be examined
examined for the
Rights Council
for the Human Rights
Human Rights
approaches a 10-year
Council to have credCouncil to have
review of its work, it
ibility, its work should
credibility, its work
focus on situations with
requires serious reform.
The Council should priboth the greatest scale
should focus on
and severity of abuses.
oritize work on situations
situations with both
with the broadest and
While the UPR prothe greatest scale and
cess was welcomed as a
most egregious abuses,
severity of abuses.
major innovation in the
refocus the UPR process
on providing states with suggestions for
work of the Council, in practical terms
states with the worst records have used
improvement, and work to build the
the process for securing public statecapacity of the special procedures to proments from like-minded states in order duce the highest-quality reporting.
to legitimize their abuses.
Beyond the work of the Council in GeThe most valuable contribution of the
neva, the General Assembly also needs
to revisit how best to ensure competiCouncil remains its appointment of the
volunteer experts who comprise the 55
tive elections for the Council—ones that
appointed thematic and country speprioritize electing members with strong
cial procedures. In 2015, these experts
human rights records. At the same time,
states that seek to advance human rights
carried out 76 country visits, issued 532
communications covering 846 people
must also persuade like-minded counto 123 states, published 134 reports that
tries from all regions of the world to run
were submitted to the Council, and isfor election to the Council, even if doing
sued over 450 news releases. While the
so requires a competitive slate.
quality of appointments has varied, these
essential mechanisms throw a cloak of
Reform approach to
UN protection over the shoulders of
mass atrocities
victims—and in many cases, actually
he third action the UN needs to unsave lives. In addition, the Council’s
dertake is enhancing the profile and
establishment of commissions of inquiry, impact of its atrocity prevention work.
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The UN has failed to prevent the commission of mass atrocities in such highprofile situations as Rwanda, Srebrenica,
Sri Lanka, and most recently, Syria.

lective action must be taken within the
framework of the Charter to respond
to the threat.

More than a mere hortatory commitSome of these failures have emanated ment, the Responsibility to Protect is
grounded in the existing
from the United Nations’
As
the
Human
Rights
legal obligations of states
institutional architecCouncil approaches
ture, such as the veto
stemming from the
power of the permanent
Genocide Convention,
a 10-year review of
members of the Security
Geneva Conventions,
its work, it requires
Council. At the same
and other treaties.
serious reform.
time, there has also been
a lack of focus from the top on ensurn late 2013, Secretary-General
Ban Ki-moon launched the Huing consistent coordination, the development of a system-wide response to
man Rights Up Front initiative to help
emerging situations, and the implemen- ensure that the UN system took meantation of collective recommendations
ingful action to prevent or respond to
engaging rapid reaction.
mass atrocities. The initiative aims to
promote system-wide analysis, early
he adoption of the “Responsibility warning, and early action.
to Protect”—a mutual commitment of the states assembled at the 2005
As one example of this new initiative
World Summit to prevent and respond
in practice, the Office of the High Comto mass atrocities—including genocide, missioner for Human Rights and the UN
war crimes, crimes against humanDepartment for Political Affairs develity, and ethnic cleansing—marked an
oped a new mechanism to place capacity
important evolution of the normative
on the ground rapidly in emerging or
framework.
pre-existing crisis situations. Referred to
as “light team” deployment, it aims to get
Specifically, it emphasized that states the required human rights and political
hold primary responsibility in proexpertise on the ground quickly. The first
tecting their own populations. Yet it
teams were deployed in 2015 to Burkina
also noted that the international comFaso, Lesotho, and Nigeria.
munity has a responsibility to help
states. Importantly, it emphasized that
Yet, despite the aspirations embodif a state manifestly fails to protect its
ied in Human Rights Up Front, there
populations from mass atrocities, colare numerous ongoing challenges. Not
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only do different UN entities have very
their own outside advisor groups. Their
different cultures and priorities, but
perspectives could be brought into the
imposing human rights protection as a
discussions by the Special Advisors as a
system-wide objective
reality check for how the
The
single
most
requires upgrading the
United Nations is coordiimportant way to
skill sets of parts of the
nating its work.
drive the required
system for which this
has not been a historic
Treaty Bodies
change into and
priority.
Reform
throughout the UN
he fourth action
system is for the
he single most
the UN must
Secretary-General
important way
undertake is improving
to drive the required
the work of treaty bodies
to make atrocity
change into and
overseeing state compliprevention and
throughout the UN sysance with international
response a top
tem is for the Secretaryhuman rights treaties.
public
priority.
General to make atrocity
The human rights treaty
prevention and response a top public
bodies are committees of independent
priority.
experts that monitor implementation of
the 10 core international human rights
Specifically, the Secretary-General
treaties. Even though the work of these
should create and chair an inter-agency committees—which are staffed by the
working group to meet monthly. It
Office of the High Commissioner for
could be tasked both to coordinate
Human Rights—does not receive much
responses on emerging and pre-existing public attention, it is difficult to overcrisis situations, and work across the
state their importance.
United Nations to develop early warning systems and shared capacity. It
When a state signs on to a treaty, it
would be essential for such a new body agrees to be legally bound to a single into work proactively and have expert
terpretation of a set of international huviews from outside the UN system inman rights commitments in the given
corporated into the dialogue.
topic area, ensure all people within its
borders have those rights protected and
respected, and enables other state parNot only should the UN Advisors on
the Prevention of Genocide and the
ties to review their compliance with the
Responsibility to Protect be a part of
treaty. These 10 committees constitute
these working group discussions, but
a fundamental pillar of the UN human
they should also be encouraged to create rights protection system.
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he regular review process that
states undergo requires them
to undertake a number of concrete
measures. These include, most notably:
providing information to the relevant
committee about their adherence to the
treaty in question; giving opportunities
for input from civil society and states;
enabling the treaty body the opportunity to ask written questions of the state;
engaging the state in a public discussion
in Geneva with the treaty body; and then
ultimately adopting a written report and
recommendations by the treaty body
regarding the state’s compliance with the
treaty. In 2015 alone, the treaty bodies
reviewed 173 state reports across the 10
treaties and the High Commissioner’s
Office reached out to 40 states to assist
them with treaty-body reporting.
Yet, despite the legal obligations of
states, the treaty bodies have no means
of forcing states to submit required
reports nor comply with the provisions
of the treaties themselves. As a result,
many states fail to report on time, if
ever—and only some states undertake the kind of domestic consultation
process that produces higher-quality
reporting.

I

n the past 30 years, there have been
four efforts undertaken to reform
the treaty bodies. The most recent
process, undertaken by the General
Assembly between 2009 and 2014, resulted in an increase in the number of
times the treaty bodies met in a given
period, the imposition of cost-cutting
measures, and a harmonization of procedures and approaches taken by the
different treaty bodies.
But achieving better outcomes from
the treaty bodies requires more robust
action. First, treaty bodies should all
have simple, objective, and standardized mechanisms for tracking and
following up on state implementation
of their recommendations. Second,
UN country teams should hold public
discussions in countries coming up
for review before treaty bodies, so as
to better facilitate local engagement in
these processes. And third, the public
meetings of treaty bodies in Geneva
should all be broadcast live.

G

With the growing number of treaty
bodies and ratifications of human rights
treaties by states, the strain on treaty
body committee members and the staff
of the Office of the High Commissioner
is palpable.

iven that real progress requires
multilateral cooperation, it will
remain an ongoing struggle to achieve
meaningful reform. But improving the
performance of the treaty bodies—
which exist to hold all state parties to
the respective treaties to account for
their binding legal obligations—is an
area where intense effort offers huge
potential for improving human rights
worldwide.
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nation against women within the highGender Parity Reform
he fifth action the UN needs to
est-level appointments processes (which
champion is the advancement of
is entirely under his authority), then the
women’s rights. Ever since
Organization stands little
The
most
recent
the United Nations was
chance of ensuring that
assessment is that
founded, the Organizaits broader work maintion has sought to advance
streams women’s rights
all United Nation
women’s rights worldwide.
into its daily work.
entities will not
Yet these efforts have usuachieve full gender
ally been relegated to the
fter years of
equality compliance
sidelines of central discusdiscussions, the
sions in the United NaUnited Nations adopted
until 2033.
tions. They have also been
a System-wide Action
woefully underfunded, and have fallen far Plan for Gender Equality and Empowshort of what is required.
erment in 2012. It contained 15 performance indicators relating to gender
Today, the Commission on the Status
quality and women’s empowerment that
of Women, which is a functional comare supposed to be met by all parts of
mission of ECOSOC, is the principal
the UN system by 2017.
multilateral body focused on gender
equality and women’s empowerment.
But these are generic indicators, one
UN Women is the lead entity within
of which is an assessment of whether
the United Nations system focused on
the entity has met the UN Evaluation
addressing these issues. The SecretaryGroup’s gender-related norms and
General has a volunteer Special Advisor
standards in assessing impact. And on
on Sexual Violence in Conflict. And the
just that one indicator, the most recent
Human Rights Council has a Working
assessment is that all United Nation enGroup on the Issue of Discrimination
tities will not achieve full gender equalAgainst Women in Law and in Practice,
ity compliance until 2033.
as well as a Special Rapporteur on Violence Against Women, Its Causes, and
n the narrower area of protecting
Consequences, who are also volunteers.
and promoting women’s rights, there
But in 2016 only 23 percent of some
remains a very wide gap between the
90 Under-Secretaries-General (or their
commitments of states and their impleequivalent) are women, despite calls for
mentation in practice. For example, the
gender parity in top UN positions going Convention on the Elimination of All
back decades. If the Secretary-General of Forms of Discrimination Against Womthe United Nations cannot end discrimi- en has 189 state parties to the treaty. Yet
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legal and societal discrimination against
women in areas such as education,
employment, health, social benefits, and
family life, are rampant.
Women face sexual and
gender-based violence all
over the world; and they
are nowhere close to parity in leadership positions
in the United Nations bureaucracy, governments,
or in the private sector.

This historic resolution focused on the
need for women to play a crucial role in
peacemaking and peacebuilding, as well
as the need to end sexual
Without an outcomes- violence in conflict.

based approach
driving United
Nations engagement
to advance women’s
rights, claims of
success are illusory.

T

here are numerous ways in which
these issues can be addressed—
not only through institutions, but also
through major new global initiatives, like
the implementation of the SDGs. Yet given the extraordinary gaps and slow pace
of change, the United Nations should take
a critical global leadership role advancing
women’s rights worldwide.
This is an exceptionally broad area
of endeavor that requires intense effort. But for the United Nations to have
meaningful impact, it must not only
prioritize advancing women’s rights; it
must also develop outcome metrics that
drive meaningful impacts in the field.
The challenge here is enormous.
Consider, for example, how the United
Nations has measured the “success” of its
Women, Peace, and Security Agenda initiated by the adoption of Security Council Resolution 1325 in the year 2000.

Yet the Secretary-General’s annual reports to
the Security Council have
focused on reporting success as processes, not outcomes. It was reported as
consequential that, last year, all the dozen
United Nations mediation support teams
included at least one woman (regardless
of whether the person was leading the
team or was the lowest-level note taker),
and that among 63 resolutions adopted
by the Security Council, 38 (60 percent)
contained references to women.
The kinds of things that should matter here are whether the engagement of
the United Nations has led to tangible
outcomes. These could most obviously include having more highly-qualified women at the negotiating table representing
warring parties who have integrated these
issues into peace agreements; reducing the
numbers of rapes in armed conflict; sanctioning individuals and groups for using
rape as a weapon of war; and increasing
the number of perpetrators successfully
prosecuted for such violations.

W

ithout an outcomes-based
approach driving United Nations engagement to advance women’s
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rights, claims of success are illusory.
and questions of peace and security, it
There are numerous areas in which the
is easy to become lost in the complexity.
United Nations could build in its strong
Yet the UN Charter begins with an affirrhetoric to undertake more meaningmative statement, that the peoples of the
ful action. These include
world were not merely
Just as the United
focusing more resources
assembling to save sucNations
must
ceeding generations from
to advance girls’ educathe “scourge of war,” but
tion, training emerging
be renewed and
women political leadwere equally there to
realigned to address
“reaffirm faith in fundaers in conflict zones, or
the toughest problems mental human rights, in
implementing a global
of the twenty-first
the dignity and worth of
campaign to end child
marriage.
century, so too must it the human person, in the
return to the purposes equal rights of men and
But for all the churn
women and of nations
for which it was
of discussions within
large and small.”
founded
as
it
elects
the UN around women’s
rights—and despite
hile the United
its ninth SecretaryNations seeks to
various entities effectively
General this fall.
providing women and
advance grand purposes
girls with essential services—the impact
at a global level, both the Organization
of the Organization’s work in promotitself and its Member States can make
ing and protecting the human rights of
everyday choices to promote and prowomen is highly limited.
tect human rights, or choose to ignore
individual and collective cries for help.
The Way Forward
he challenges facing the world today
Although extraordinary laws, mechaare unprecedented in human hisnisms, and tools are now available,
tory, and require extraordinary multilater- too often inaction has been the easiest
al cooperation. Just as the United Nations response to human suffering. It is time
must be renewed and realigned to address for the United Nations to build out a
the toughest problems of the twenty-first
human rights protection system that
century, so too must it return to the purcomes substantially closer to meeting the
poses for which it was founded as it elects extraordinary global need for assistance.
its ninth Secretary-General this fall.
There is no doubt it will be difficult, and
will require enormous perseverance. But
When thinking about issues like susas Nelson Mandela said, “it always seems
tainable development, climate change,
impossible until it is done.”
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